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prolonged residence at Ephesus of the son of Zebedee; a somewhat
larger rSle would now be assigned to retouches, alterations, and
additions in and to an original work by a 'Great Unknown'; it
would scarcely occur to me to expect strictly historical matter in and
throughout a gospel which portrays the Christ of a soul's conception
rather than the Jesus of Nazareth who lived a truly human life
am<5ng men. Then, for the time being at all events, I stop short
on the road. M. Loisy's case for 'l'e'crit primitif' needs further proof
before his convert from paganism can win acceptance. Interesting as
his partition-theory is I am still constrained to say with Harnack : ' uber
den Umfang der Eingriffe des Editors oder Redaktors kommt man
nicht ins Klare'; and besides, doubt rises in my mind whether there
was really a succession of Ephesian penmen of such marked ability as
to have it in them to ' Johannize' their own amplifications of an original
work. A less invidious word might, I think, be employed in lieu of the
often-recurring ' fiction'. Mindful of the literary sanctions of antiquity
I should hesitate to speak of a ' fraude litte"raire'. Once more I venture
to institute a comparison—this time between Le Quatribne tlvangile of
1921 and another work also before me, The Gospels as Historical Docu-
ments Part III—the general outcome of which is that, whereas on
this or that point the brilliant Frenchman ('sparkling with ideas' might
be the phrase to use of him) goes near if not all the way to extract
a ' Quite so' from me, the cautious and measured scholarship of our late
Regius Professorr— happily still with us—bids me think twice and then
think again.

In fine, M. Loisy has in any case given us a decidedly stimulating
volume and I would thank him for it—all the more heartily because of
recent adverse allusion made by me to his Les Actes des Apdtres. Yet
after its perusal I am fain to adopt words which stand on the very first
page of his edition of 1903 : ' il ne semble pas que ce probleme \sc. of
the origination of the Johannine Gospel) ait trouve' encore une solution
definitive.'

H. LATIMER JACKSON.

The Septuagint and Jewish Worship: a Study in Origins, by H. ST JOHN
THACKERAY, M.A., Hon. D.D. Oxford, Hon. D.D. Durham, some-
time Grinfield Lecturer on the Septuagint in the University of
Oxford. The Schweich Lectures 1920. (Published for the British
Academy by Humphrey Milford, London, 192 r.)

THESE lectures will not be altogether new to readers of Dr Thackeray's
articles in this JOURNAL nor (he tells us) to those who have listened to
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him as Grinfield Lecturer. Such persons will be. glad to share their
good fortune with others, as well as to see preliminary sketches co-
ordinated and carried further. On one point he corrects an earlier
judgement, thinking now that the Greek of Baruch is all by a single
hand, and that the similarity in its first part to the style of the second
translator of Jeremiah is due to a close imitation of his style and is
insufficient to prove that the translations were made by one and the
same man. In these Schweich Lectures a series of sketches have
advanced to the stage of an essay, which is still a piece of pioneering
scholarship, not yet creative art; important work, delightful reading.

'I have called my lectures "a study in origins". Under origins
I include the beginnings both of the LXX and of Jewish worship; the
two, I believe, are intimately connected.' That is the theme of the
whole. The first lecture is an introduction about LXX origins ' so far
as tradition and the work itself enable us to reconstruct the history'.
This first lecture was 'prefixed, under advice4, and for a page or two
seems to promise just the help at starting necessary for those who come
fresh to the subject. But no one, however fresh, will be disappointed
when Dr Thackeray almost at once abandons elements and grips
problems. He lectures with the skill of a playwright who makes
persons and situations clear without extraneous explanation.

He shews that the Septuagint was a Biblical version in the vernacular
of Alexandrine Jews; how its first stage was the translation of a few
short festival lessons; how, as more was required, the various books
were entrusted to companies of translators; how these companies
divided themselves and the books into halves; yet leading men some-
times took extra shares; and one notable scholar is discovered who
translated by himself.alone half Ezekiel, the Dodekapropheton, and
3 Regnorum. This half-book practice is illustrated with felicitous
detail in an appendix where finally we are bid to remember the fayi) £1717
of Epiphanius.

The second lecture leads in the main enquiry, The Septuagint and
Jewish worship. It begins with notes on the evolution of the Jewish
festivals, their pagan origins and solar connexions—ingenious and
contributory to the sequent reasoning; and—clear, precise, useful—
the evolution of the Jewish lectionary system. For Dr Thackeray's
purpose the Haphtarah or second lesson is the principal thing.
Pentecost and the Feast of Tabernacles are taken as centres. Round
Pentecost its Haphtaroth, the Prayer of Habakkuk, Psalm xxix and
Psalm Ixviii, are gathered and explained by help of LXX: round
the Feast of Tabernacles in like manner Zech. xiv, Psalms lxxvi, xlii,
xliii, cxviii, and 1 Kings viii. One discovery leads to another. Light
springs from seemingly hopeless darkness. Dr Thackeray first astonishes
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as a magician, then convinces as a logician; being in fact a humanist
and exact scholar exhilarated by a modern renaissance. The Hesheph
series of inductions on Hab. iii 5 is a dazzling performance. At the
next verse the aberrant Oxford text of LXX, submitting to an emenda-
tion of itself, restores the Hebrew, and leads up to one of Dr Thackeray's
own brief touches of poetry. Pentecost is Sinai with its tempest. The
Gewitttr-thcophanh is the Pentecost motif. The Rider on the storm
sweeps on. Then

He stood, and measured the earth;
He beheld and explored the nations.

' The advance of the Deity is stayed. Motionless overhead in the
zenith, with all-embracing glance He surveys the earth and its
inhabitants from one horizon to the other. It is the hush before the
storm.'

Readers of this JOURNAL will remember a like momentary exaltation
in the article on 1 Kings viii, and will be rather sorry to find but short
and sober treatment of that passage here : Dr Thackeray has too much
to say to waste time on repetition or on poetry.

The last lecture is on Baruch. This book is brought into connexion
with the liturgy of the fast of 9 Ab, the anniversary of the burning of
the Temple. But round the fast sabbath services are grouped for the
Jewish summer 'barren of feasts and full of mournful associations'.
This liturgic series has a three-staged movement, Punishment, Wisdom,
Comfort. Jewish ritual recurs to this triplet in various places. In the
tractate Berakoth the Hebrew kings and prophets, the wise men, the
hagiographa, are arranged in groups of threes typifying these or
kindred ideas. Jeremiah represented punishment, Ezekiel wisdom,
Isaiah comfort; that is why some Rabbis arranged their books in
that order. The chain of sabbaths depending on 9 Ab divides
into three Lenten or punishment sabbaths before, and seven Advent
or consolation sabbaths after 9 Ab. Now Baruch also falls into
three divisions following a historical introduction which expressly
states that the book was intended for liturgic use. There is a prayer
of confession, a poetical homily on wisdom, a series of cantos on
consolation: as Ewald put it, ' first prayer, next preaching, and lastly
a more elevated prophetic close'. Dr Thackeray can describe the
coincidence more precisely: ' The three main portions of our book
curiously conform to this cyclical arrangement. Both cycle and book
have as their cardinal theme the burning of the Temple. Answering
to the three sabbaths of Punishment with lessons (for at least two of
them) from Jeremiah, we have in Baruch a penitential section in three
portions, also largely based on Jeremiah. The central or Wisdom
section of the book I assign to the Fast itself. Corresponding to the
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seven sabbaths of Consolation we find a final consolatory section
divided into seven minor portions, based on deutero-Isaiah and, to
a large extent, on the particular passages which were read on those
sabbaths.'

This gave Dr Thackeray a clue, and he felt his way onward into the
maze of Baruch with a lucky find at every turn; for ' dans le champ
de la science le hasard ne favorise que les esprits pre'pare's'. For place,
date, and purpose, this is the conclusion: A community of Jews in
Mesopotamia wrote to their brethren in Jerusalem when the siege was
impending, A.D. 69, and the sacrifices for the emperor had been stopped.
They urged them (r) to make peace and pray for their rulers; (2) to
adopt a better liturgical use and pray in the Mesopotamian manner.
But when the second revolt broke out against Trajan, A.D. 116,
Mesopotamia took the other line and sent vindictive encouragements
to Jerusalem: these are the ' consolations' of our completed Baruch
which is a second edition.

All the Schweich lecturers have risen to the height of their argument,
and the argument has often been a great one. Since Professor
Macalister on the Philistines none have purged their erudition with
Attic salt like Dr Thackeray; and he is withal so quiet, modest, and
unconscious of his charm. And he is always in touch with his readers.
Just as they begin to feel that he is almost too clever, he pulls up and
explains that he is far from insisting on these details: he has but one
new contribution to make, for the rest he welcomes correction. This
is not disarming critics; it secures the attention of patient students.

Let, then, the details pass; they are at least natural ripples on deep
water. A general caution may be hazarded. The ' one new contribu-
tion ' Dr Thackeray has to make, not only for Baruch but throughout,
is the application of the liturgic idea: he finds the clue to literature in
worship. Now that is the fashion of our common thought to-day.
Bible, creed, ministry, all are derived from the worship of the faithful,
and part of that from the earlier worship of the pagan : it is Kyrios
Chrisios everywhere. Who would contest the propriety of this?
When the history of prayer is really written most problems in theology
will have been solved. But all fashions harden within their limits, and
the wheel of life turns on. It is not the writing of the history of prayer
which will settle everything, but the history of prayer will never be
written till everything else is on the way to being understood.
Dr Thackeray has opened the view from a fresh point: he has
perhaps not carried us high enough for the theoria. This volume is
an essay. But when science is reviving essays are most welcome.

• A. NAIRNE.
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